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“The Most Dangerous Message In Amerika”
Thank you for being with me today, folks,
this is Hank Patrick, Founder of Liberty
League. Before I begin, I must warn you:
what you are about to hear could well be
the most dangerous message being
circulated in Amerika today, comrades.
That’s right, Amerika with a “K.” This
recording is dedicated to the
approximately 250 brave patriots who
participated in the founding of our nation.
They warned us never to lose control of
the Republic they gave us, lest we lose our
liberties.
Well, my friends, their warnings have
been justified. We have lost control of our
government as any observant freedomlover can readily see. Our nation has
decayed both morally and ideologically to
the point where one can only wonder
whether our Founders would even
recognize the Republic they created.
But there is hope! The good news is
that we can shrink government and stuff
it back into its constitutional cage. We still
have an opportunity to redeem ourselves
and change Amerika with a “k” back to
the America the Founders bequeathed to
us. And the solution is so simple, so
sensible and so effective it may astound
you.
This presentation will introduce you to
Liberty League, a nationwide fellowship

of law-abiding patriots whose sole
objective is to get America back on course
and arrest our rapid decline into a godless
one-world government. It will take us a
generation or two to accomplish that—
and we’ll need to be well-organized and
well-educated—but by attracting
sufficient numbers of freedom-loving
Americans we can succeed where other
organizations have failed. Why am I so
optimistic that Liberty League will be
different?
There’s a saying that most patriot
groups “eat, meet and retreat”. Well, as
proud Members of Liberty League, we
don’t just talk about freedom—we live it!
We offer real freedom with responsibility!
Members helping members to be free by
living free! By doing business together
within the privacy of our membership,
without government regulation; working,
hiring, buying and selling without a social
security number or other government
identifiers; achieving personal and
financial privacy under the constitutionally
protected right to contract.
Is this lawful? Is it safe? You must
decide! Our membership is not for bed
wetters. And we're not here for handholding. It is the individual responsibility
of each member to make his own
decisions. Personal responsibility in all
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things! If you are not prepared to take
responsibility for your actions, you may
not be ready for liberty. But if you are
ready, I invite you to participate in what
can only be described as a very interesting
experiment in real, personal freedom. And
the monetary rewards can be enormous.
Our membership drive will pay you
from fifty to ten thousand dollars for each
new member you enroll. Do you think
that would be okay? And you can do this
from the privacy of your own home on a
straight cash basis, with no need for a
bank account or a social security number.
As you enter the higher tiers of our
membership marketing program, you’ll be
shipped home-study courses for your
personal Liberty Library, consisting of
hard-hitting books, tapes and videos that
will change your life, to put it mildly.
Sound interesting? I’ll go over the
marketing plan at the end of this
presentation and explain how you can
create multiple streams of cash, straight to
your pocket or mailbox, while engaging in
a last-ditch campaign to rescue America
from the brink. But first, let’s get down to
brass tacks.
Not only is our present political
situation bad, it’s probably worse than
you’ve ever dared to imagine. In fact,
depending upon your level of knowledge
as to the hidden forces that have actually
been running our country over the past
century, what I’m about to tell you could
prove dispiritingly difficult, perhaps even
depressing to hear. Nevertheless, I’m
asking you to stiffen your backbone, pull
your chair up a little closer, and pay
attention. You owe it to yourself and your
children to know the truth. As Jefferson
said, “Ignorant and free shall never be!”
After outlining the perilous problems
that confront us, and discussing why past
political approaches have failed, I’m going
to propose what I believe to be the only

workable solution short of another civil
war. Because if we don’t turn this country
around soon, and get back on a lawful,
Godly course, mark my words, my
friend—it’s going to come to that.
For the record, Liberty League is
emphatically not “anti-government”. In a
lawful society, the only role of
government is the protection of life and
property, and nothing else. Who in their
right mind would be opposed to that? We
are, however, opposed to the seditious
and lawless acts of elected and appointed
officials within the present government
who violate their sworn oaths to uphold
the Constitution, who abuse the power of
their offices for usurping and tyrannical
purposes, and who ride rough shod over
the People for personal gain and
aggrandizement.
Nor do we propose the use of
violence. We don’t need to. If the present
collision course of history doesn’t reverse
itself soon, the People will rebel and
exercise violence against tyranny all on
their own, just as they did in 1776. No
prodding will be necessary on our part. In
fact, once the truth is known about our
pathologically criminal government, the
ensuing mêlée may make the American
"Civil" Wars look like a bad day at
Disneyland! Yes, America is in troubledeep trouble. I know it, and you know it.
Just 213 years since the ratification of
the Constitution, America The Beautiful has
gone into the toilet. Over 95% of our
elected and appointed leaders today are
flaming Socialists, tax-consuming
parasites and rabid gun-grabbers who
would be more honest if they started
wearing togas. Our current President is an
immature, over-privileged, preppie dimwit
and a known drug user who probably
cannot spell “Constitution”. As he himself
has said, "It's not the way America is all
about." The idea of this man sitting down
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to discuss political philosophy with the
likes of Thomas Jefferson, were that
possible, is enough to make any sensible
person want to throw up.
In the event of a nuclear war or other
catastrophic act of mass terrorism, our
“fearless leaders” have already provided
for their own safety in hundreds of lavish,
deep underground bunkers across
America. Meanwhile, you and I will be left
on the surface to roast and toast like
crispy critters.
The fact is that America is turning into
a Gestapo-like police state right before
our eyes, with civil liberties being
shredded daily in the name of the socalled “war on terrorism”—a phony war
manufactured by the Establishment,
propagandized by their controlled media,
and presided over by King George Dubya
Bush who attained the White House with
a little help from his Daddy’s friends in
the CIA.
Become a Member of Liberty League
and, as part of your enrollment, you will
receive our blockbuster e-book, “Circle
The Wagons.” In it you will learn exactly
how the 2002 presidential election was
rigged at the highest levels, including how
Florida Secretary of State, Katherine
Harris, guaranteed Young Shrub the
election, lest she be fingered for having
been the “laundry lady" who oversaw
dope trafficking and international bank
money laundering for her boss, Florida
Governor Jeb Bush.
The truth is that the real elected
President, although un-inaugurated, has
grown a beard and is now wandering the
land, hugging trees and speaking to
extreme-left environmental groups.
Meanwhile, the man sitting in the Oval
Office who should properly be called
“White House Occupant” and
“Trespasser On Federal Property”, is little
more than a puppet-on-a-string,

controlled by a cartel of fascists including
his own Vice President who almost
certainly wields far more power from
behind the scenes, and by his own father,
a former President and former head of
the most diabolical and murderous secret
police agency on earth, the CIA.
But how many of our neighbors
understand these things? Precious few.
Because the illusion of free speech and
diversity of opinion still persists, the
average American fancies himself well
informed and up-to-date on current
events, never realizing that he is living
inside the intellectual equivalent of the
movie “The Truman Show”, being kept in
the dark and not allowed to peek behind
the curtain where the truth actually lies.
Because he sees no need to reach
beyond the various outlets of the
controlled media “dog and pony show”,
he fails to realize how his thoughts are
being controlled and his opinions molded.
He is unaware that all of the major
television networks, daily newspapers and
weekly “news” magazines are controlled
by a mere handful of powerful individuals
who share interlocking corporate
directorships, and play their managed
media propaganda machine like a giant
Wurlitzer organ, with the intelligence
agencies pumping the bellows.
The New York Times reported on
February 19, 2002 that the Psychological
Operations Command in the Pentagon
plants false news items with foreign media
organizations. Of course, they wouldn’t
do that here in America, would they?
Recent reports in French newspapers
revealed that several officers from the
U.S. Army 4th PSYOPS Group were
working in the news division at CNN's
Atlanta headquarters.
The truth be told, the CIA has
dominated the American media since
World War Two. The only reason to
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watch Fox News, CNN, ABC, CBS, or
NBC today is to see what the intelligence
agencies want you to believe. Once you
understand this, your job is to then turn
to the independent and foreign media,
and decide for yourself where the truth
actually lies.
The dream of Thomas Jefferson that
the people could be trusted to govern
wisely and well because the newspapers
would tell the truth about public events is
now an idealistic relic. The videotape of
Osama bin Laden presumably giving a
secret report to his lieutenants about how
he managed the destruction of the Twin
Towers on “9-11” was almost certainly
produced by the National Security
Agency, no doubt in collaboration with
that other image factory, Hollywood. We
are engaged today in an age-old war to
control the space between our ears, with
the belief system of the average person
the ultimate battlefield. That space has
been “occupied territory” during the life
of most Americans.
Manipulate a person’s beliefs through
the government schools and the
controlled media, and you own his heart,
his mind and his soul. He’ll turn over 50%
of his lifetime earnings as his “fair share”
of taxes, never stopping to think that a
government that can print all the money it
needs doesn’t need to tax anyone. He’ll
send his sons into foreign wars as spear
catchers for the global elite, never asking
himself whether those wars are in the
sovereign interests of the United States, or
merely an agenda item in the corporate
oligarchy’s business plan.
In his 1950's Harvard doctoral thesis,
Henry Kissinger wrote a piece titled The
Meaning of History, where he laid out the
need for ongoing small wars around the
planet on a continuing basis in order to
maintain the economic alignment of the
superpowers. “Perpetual war for perpetual

peace!”. The bottom line is that you can
expect the so-called “war on terrorism” to
last the rest of your lifetime.
Of the tens of millions of adult
Americans currently living today, 90% will
one day die without ever having seriously
contemplated anything other than what it
takes to keep body and soul together. Of
the remaining 10%, about one-fifth of
that number will pierce the First Veil to
explore the world of history, the true
relationship between man and
government and the meaning of selfgovernment through constitutional and
common law. They will vote, be active
and have an opinion.
The remaining 80% will live, work and
procreate without ever having discovered
the Second Veil. Of those who pierced
the First Veil, about 20% will pierce the
Second Veil to discover the Hidden Hand
behind the façade of politics and
organized religion. This is the enlightened
remnant that has kept the flame of liberty
burning throughout the ages, even in an
underground society when necessary.
These will be the members of Liberty
League. They know that all large
organizations of men soon become
corrupt at the top, including government
and organized religion. Always have, and
always will. The greater the power, the
greater the corruption. But you’ll never
learn that in a government school.
If you've ever looked into a can of
worms, you know that you can't tell one
end of the same worm from the other, let
alone one entire worm from another!
Today, a corrupt, tangled mass of special
interests, corporate lobbyists, millionaire
politicians, intelligence agency operatives
and shills for organized crime, all happily
conspire together at Rome-On-ThePotomac to subvert our glorious Republic
into the feudal colony of a global New
World Order.
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Anyone who loves America and
stands up for his constitutionally
protected rights today is at risk. Many
judges won’t even allow the Constitution
to be mentioned in their courtrooms.
Corruption pervades the courts like
systemic cancer, with the opportunity for
due process and legal redress all but
eliminated. As a result, when measured on
a per capita basis, America has the highest
incarcerated population in the world, even
greater than Communist China.
Our jails are filled with thousands of
political prisoners ripped from their
families and locked into iron-barred
federal cages like animals—where they
languish right this minute as you listen to
this recording—many for having
committed no greater crime than refusing
to sign a tax form, a piece of paper that
cannot be signed without knowingly
abandoning constitutionally protected
rights. Many were coerced into signing a
so-called “plea bargain”—forced to plead
“guilty” in exchange for a lesser
sentence—even when prosecutors knew
they were innocent.
Property rights? Forget it. The federal
juggernaut looms over our land,
stomping on our freedoms, smashing our
property and bludgeoning our rights. Run
over a so-called "endangered field mouse"
with your tractor, and the EPA seizes
your farm. Unwittingly purchase a car
from a drug dealer, and the DEA seizes
your vehicle. Overlook red-tape
regulations in the workplace, and OSHA
seizes your business. Follow the tax code
exactly as written, and the IRS seizes your
paycheck and your bank accounts. Get
behind on your mortgage/usury payments
and the Banksters seize your house.
Welcome to Electronic Babylon! But it
gets worse.
Unbeknownst to all but one American
in a thousand, the federal government, all

50 States, and hundreds of county
governments are keeping two sets of
books. One is the “budget” they release to
the public showing receipts and
expenditures; and the other is a multitrillion dollar slush fund they hide from
public disclosure. This can be confirmed
by obtaining the Comprehensive Annual
Financial Report for your state. Even our
toll roads are keeping two sets of books
and investing the overage in the stock and
derivatives markets.
Forget Enron and Arthur Anderson:
this is the biggest bunko racket in human
history, and one of the most closely
guarded secrets. If these funds were
liquidated and the money given back to
the People, each American would receive
a check for tens of thousands of dollars.
If they understood this, there would be
riots tomorrow and heads would roll.
Meanwhile, any attempt at financial
privacy for the “little people” has become
equated with terrorism. Cash will soon be
not just suspect, but evil. You’ll be
required to carry a National ID Card on
you at all times. No one will be able to
buy or sell without one. Central Planners
will be able to shut off your access to your
own money, to credit, even to medical
services—all with the simple flick of a
switch. The Mark of the Beast, arrived at
last.
The question is not whether we are
heading in that direction, but just how
quickly. Hank predicts that smart cards
will eventually be required by law.
Biometric identification stored on your
card will allow faceless bureaucrats to
profile your every movement, association,
activity and transaction. George Orwell
could only marvel. No longer will even
the illusion of freedom of speech be
maintained. The First Amendment will be
a thing of the past. Opinions contrary to
the "party line" will be investigated and
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their proponents silenced, permanently.
Hidden from the American public by
the monopoly media, the United Nations
has commandeered a sizable chunk of our
military for so called peacekeeping
missions. As a result, the Pentagon has
stated that they need to bring in foreign
troops to protect us. Friend, those foreign
troops are training on our soil right now.
We have seen their training. They are
training to disarm the American people. A
Marine survey of troops taken a few years
ago stated that a significant portion would
not hesitate to shoot their fellow
Americans if they were ordered to go
house-to-house to confiscate guns. Entire
paragraphs from German gun registration
laws from the 1930’s have reappeared
today, a half-century later, nearly word for
word, in gun-grabbing legislation written
by our own Congress.
Meanwhile, our borders are still wide
open, with Iraqis crawling all over the
midwest. And some of those Iraqis were
involved with the Oklahoma City
bombing, a fact you won’t hear Peter
Jennings mention this evening at seven.
China is in control of major American
seaports, including the Panama Canal.
Jefferson’s home in Monticello, the Statue
of Liberty, and even Independence Hall in
Philadelphia are under United Nations
control, designated as UNESCO “World
Heritage Sites”.
More babies are aborted each year
than there are live births. And millions of
the ones who do make it out alive end up
in government schools on Ritalin. Filth
and perversion are so commonplace that
most Americans no longer notice. Tenyear olds are learning to put condoms on
cucumbers, and teenagers are doggydancing at high school proms.
Today’s high school history books
relegate the lifetime accomplishments of
such titans as George Washington and

Thomas Jefferson to a mere paragraph or
two, while devoting pages to the likes of
presidential bimbo and CIA mind-control
asset, Marilyn Monroe.
The fact is that European-style
government with its political intrigue,
coups and back-room revolutions came to
America in the 20th Century, when a
criminal underworld with complex
interconnections between organized
crime, the CIA and our nation’s highest
elected officials—collectively referred to
as The Establishment—came to rule our
land through drug profits, assassination,
corruption, murder, sedition and treason.
In “Circle The Wagons—A Second
Declaration of Independence” you’ll
discover the hidden, raw truth about the
clear criminal backgrounds and
associations of many of America’s most
revered political leaders. After reading
this, you may never view “representative”
government in quite the same light again.
As Jefferson forewarned, we are no
longer a Republic; we’ve become an
Empire. The fat lady has sung and the
buzzer has sounded: “Game Over.” But
you’d never know it by observing the
many allegedly freedom-fighting
organizations in existence.
The Future of Freedom Foundation,
the Libertarian Party, the Conservative
Coalition, the National Council of
Churches, the National Taxpayers Union,
the Heritage Foundation and many others
publish essays on freedom in a plethora of
books, newsletters and web sites. They
"talk tough" about the decline of civil
rights, then toast each other at sumptuous
banquets over who wrote the best essay.
They talk about “winning the war on
freedom”, as if the contest we’re engaged
in were some sort of “Freedom Super
Bowl” where we’ll get a big Freedom
Trophy when we win, then return home
to watch TV.
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These are the Phony Conservatives.
Some may even be the “controlled
opposition”, like the John Birch Society.
The Phony Conservatives will lead you to
believe that presidential Executive Orders
are the law of the land; that treaties take
precedence over the Constitution, and;
that we need a National Sales Tax. None
of these issues are true, or real. In fact,
they’re nothing but Trojan Horses and red
herrings.
Here is just a bit of the Patriot
Mythology you’ll learn to dispel as a
member of Liberty League: Executive
Orders pertain to officers of the executive
branch only; treaties affect the citizen only
when in a foreign country with which the
treaty is enacted, and never in his own
country, and; a National Sales Tax would
turn Americans who are currently free of
internal taxation under the Internal
Revenue Code into “taxpayers” for the
first time ever.
Surprised? Don’t expect the
Libertarian Party to send out a Press
Release on these issues any time soon. As
a member of Liberty League, you’ll learn
to discern the facts and the truth about
these critical issues, and many more.
The Phony Conservatives will tell you
that unless we can somehow get the
Congress to vote a particular way, we’re
doomed. The sham is that the Phony
Conservatives are well aware that
Congress has been under the control of
the Shadow Government through bribery,
blackmail and murder for many years.
Sure, they appear to be opposed to the
New World Order so folks like you and
me will heave a sigh of relief, send in our
checks and say, "Thank God, somebody is
doing something! Thank God our leaders
are so sincere and so caring, and they tell
us so much!" Yes, they do. They have to,
otherwise how would we have become so
trusting of them?

The Phony Conservatives are like rat
poison. 90% of the ingredients in rat
poison are actually nutritious. It's that
small amount, just 10% of the ingredients,
that actually kill the rat.
The Phony Conservatives get millions
of dollars from the American people each
year by writing letters that appeal to three
base emotions: fear, hate and revenge.
The fund raising mailer must present you
with a crisis—a mere problem won't do!
That crisis must frighten you. If you’re
not frightened, you won't send money.
Then the direct mail letter must present
you with a bogeyman against whom to
focus your anger. Once you've been
frightened and made to hate the
bogeyman, the successful direct mail
appeal must offer you a way to get revenge
against the bogeyman-the payoff for your
contribution. The more soul-satisfying the
revenge, the better the letter pulls.
All of this must be dressed up in an
appeal that appears to have a high moral
tone, but which-without you realizing it,
works on your lower emotions. And
finally, most of these phony conservative
organizations only talk the talk—they
can't walk the walk. Every last one of
them is 501(c)3 so their contributors can
"write off" their donations, thereby
knowingly and willingly perpetuating the
very tyranny they rail against.
Now, am I being too harsh here? Not
at all, my friends. I'm just "telling it like it
is." And if the Phony Conservatives don't
like what old Hank is saying, let ‘em sue
me! Here's the blunt truth. The leaders of
many of these self-styled “freedom
organizations” routinely trash their
constitutionally secured rights—rights
that were paid for by the blood of over
one million of their countrymen.
Can you imagine that? But it’s true.
They voluntarily testify against themselves
year after year on tax returns that cannot
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possibly be signed without throwing the
Bill of Rights into the toilet. That’s how
much respect they show for the
Constitution they claim to adore. Who
would want such a Phony Conservative as
a Congressman?
They consent to the voluntary
withholding of employment taxes from
their own paychecks so they can
participate in social wealth distribution as
dreamed of by Karl Marx. Who would
want such a Phony Conservative as a
Senator?
And they withhold taxes from their
employees, performing free bookkeeping
services for the government as the
equivalent of an unpaid janitor in a federal
building. And they do this in total
disregard for the 13th Amendment which
prohibits involuntary servitude. Who
would want such a Phony Conservative as
a President? Theirs are the types of
appeasing behaviors one would expect of
slaves, but never of free men. Are these
organizations worthy of your support? I’ll
leave that to you to decide.
But perhaps we’ve overlooked
something. What about the Republicans
and the Democrats? Shouldn’t we have
faith in our traditional "two-party
system"? Isn’t this one of the “checks and
balances” that protects us? Most
Americans still cling to the belief that,
regardless of how degraded America has
become, that all of our ills can ultimately
be cured through the electoral process.
Yet we elect president after president, and
replace one Congress with another, only
to continue to go “down the tubes”,
plagued by a soaring national debt,
mushrooming government, gender and
racial discord; by broken homes,
crumbling schools and deteriorating
neighborhoods where predatory gangs
rove the streets and prepubescent children
commit cold-blooded murder; by soaring

drug abuse among teenagers; by the
flagrant flaunting of homosexuality and
lesbianism, and; by obscene language,
ignorance and illiteracy.
Many Americans cling to the belief
that, in order to turn things around, “We
just need to elect another good man like
Franklin Roosevelt or Ronald Reagan”.
But is that true? Were FDR and Ronnie
Reagan really staunch constitutionalists
with America’s best interests at heart?
Were they really “good men”? Although it
shocks most people to discover it, the fact
is that most presidents since the beginning
of the 20th century have been tainted with
close association, if not outright
involvement with organized crime and
criminals. In fact, it appears certain that
many if not most presidents elected
during the 1900’s achieved the nation’s
highest office with the assistance of
outright vote manipulation and fraud.
That may be hard to believe, but it is
precisely what an overwhelming body of
information suggests. The evidence is laid
out in detail in “Circle The Wagons”. I
must warn you, though: Don’t read it
right after eating.
Let’s take a brief glimpse at popular
presidential icon and Democratic party
hero, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the man
whom Bill Clinton cited as his presidential
role model. As a 33rd degree Mason and a
member of the Ancient Arabic Order of
the Mystic Shrine, FDR was elected
president in 1932 in a campaign funded in
part by mobster and 20th Century Fox
producer, Joe Shenck, who funneled more
than a half a million dollars to the
Roosevelt campaign—a lot of money in
those days.
FDR later repaid this underworld
donation by making Sidney Hillman, a
labor gangster and president of
Amalgamated Clothing Workers, a
frequent White House guest and his most
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prominent labor advisor. Additionally,
Roosevelt agreed to make Harry Truman,
a man whom the mob called “their boy”,
the Chairman of the Democratic National
Committee, and Roosevelt’s vice
presidential running mate.
One of FDR's first acts in office was
to recognize the Soviet regime. After
promising America that their sons would
never again go to war, Roosevelt
conspired in a secret pact with fellow
warmonger, Winston Churchill, to
guarantee America’s entry into World War
II. To accomplish this treachery, FDR
conspired with top officials of his
administration to withhold from
commanders at Pearl Harbor key
information he had obtained from British
intelligence of the exact time of the
pending Japanese attack.
Yet he knew
that the Japanese had instructions to call
off the attack if they lost the element of
surprise.
FDR ultimately was a traitor
manipulated by big money and motivated
by conceit and personal ambition. This
man, whose name will one day live in
infamy, was directly responsible for the
treasonous deaths of 2,403 men with
1,178 wounded, not to mention 18 ships
sunk and 188 planes destroyed.
Now let’s turn to Republican party
hero, Ronald Reagan, a president still
adored by many. “If only we could elect
another good man like Ronnie”. The truth
is that Ronald Reagan was a closet leftist
who grew up as a liberal New Deal
Democrat. In 1952 as president of the
Actors' Guild, “Dutch Reagan” presented
the intelligence community with
unprecedented potential for sowing
propaganda by helping the Crusade for
Freedom, a CIA front, under project
“Mockingbird”, to raise funds for the
resettlement of Nazis in the U.S. That’s
right, Nazis-the same enemy your father

or grandfather risked his life to fight.
While still a screen idol and star of
such unforgettable Hollywood classics as
“Bedtime For Bonzo”, “Ronnie” signed a
secret waiver of the conflict-of-interest
rule with the mob-controlled studio, in
effect granting it a labor monopoly on
early television programming. In
exchange, MCA made Reagan a part
owner.
During WWII, Helena von Damme
served as personal secretary to Otto von
Bolscwhing, a top Nazi who gave direct
orders to Adolph Eichmann. After the
war, “Ronnie” imported Ms. Von Damme
to come to work for him, where she
served for years as his White House
appointment secretary, choosing most of
his cabinet level officials. It seems the
Nazis got the last word after all. In the
1970’s, Ronald Reagan sat on the
Rockefeller Commission studying the
CIA, and aided the coverup of past Nazi
links and current crimes of the intelligence
agencies.
After losing the Iowa caucus vote,
Reagan embarked on a campaign tour of
New England, appeared in two debates
and won the New Hampshire primary,
whereupon he summarily fired all top
campaign aides and brought in his old
friend, William Casey, to take over the
campaign and assure that vote rigging
would carry the day. During the ensuing
weeks, Reagan won all presidential
primaries but four. We’ll learn more about
vote rigging a little later.
What were Casey’s qualifications in
addition to being a New York lawyer and
former chairman of the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission? After World
War II, as a top figure in the shadowy
Knights of Malta, Casey had operated an
underground railroad that became known
as the “Rat Line”, helping key Nazi
officers to escape hanging at Nuremberg,
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and obtaining alternative identities for
them here in America. Casey would later
be rewarded for his patriotism by being
appointed by Reagan as director of
America’s secret police assassination
squad, the CIA. Reagan also gave the
nation the most drastic increase in federal
debt in nearly a century—debt that
further enriched the international bankers
who own the majority of Class A voting
stock in the Federal Reserve System—the
private monopoly cartel that rents us our
money.
Ronald Reagan is quoted as once
saying: “When the commander-in-chief of
a nation finds it necessary to order
employees of the government to do
things that would technically break the
law, he has to be able to declare it legal
for them to do that”. Translation: the
president is above the law. And you
thought “Ronnie” was just a nice, lovable
conservative.
The reality is that every candidate for
president since Dwight Eisenhower has
either been a member of the Council on
Foreign Relations, or has filled his cabinet
with CFR members. Let’s hear what Rear
Admiral and former Navy Judge Advocate
Chester Ward had to say about this
shadow government, and I quote:
"The main purpose of the Council on
Foreign Relations is promoting the
disarmament of U.S. sovereignty and
national independence and submergence
into an all powerful, one world
government". Unquote.
Former Congressman, John Rarick,
added this:
"The Council on Foreign Relations is
the establishment…it…uses individuals
and groups to bring pressure…to
justify…converting the U.S. from a
sovereign Constitutional Republic into a
servile member state of a one-world
dictatorship." Unquote.

So, you see, it's never really mattered
who won, the Republicrats or the
Demicans. The ongoing ideological
skirmish between the two mainstream
political parties is a farce—a “Punch and
Judy” puppet show designed to distract
the public and create the illusion of
meaningful dialogue between so-called
“conservatives” and “liberals”. The only
real difference is that the Republicrats
argue a more measured, dignified
transition into world socialism, while the
Demicans are heading hell-bent for
totalitarian world government as fast as
possible.
Once a rational observer comes to
understand that the political
aggrandizement process tends to attract
opportunists and sociopaths to public
office, it becomes apparent that it is now
far too late in the moral and spiritual
decline of the West to petition the
criminal elite posing as government for
redress of grievances.
Sociopaths holding political power will
never alter their behavior as long as
apathetic subjects remain dependent upon
government benefits and continue to
tolerate their own oppression. The
colonists repeatedly petitioned King
George III to end the train of odious acts
passed against them, until finally they
erupted in outright rebellion.
What further usurpations do we have
to dread today? How many more must we
tolerate before we begin to resist and once
again declare our independence? Can we
find our political salvation in an election
process that is so rigged and so corrupt
that no third-party candidate who stands
up for truth and righteousness will ever
again reach the presidency? And if he
does, he will be murdered in an open
convertible in a gangland-style hail of
bullets before the eyes of the world. Proof
that the Hidden Hand can do whatever it
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wants, to whomever it wants, whenever it
wants.
So what do we do about our present
sad state of affairs? Whine a little louder?
Send more e-mails to Washington begging
for our rights to be restored? Rebel? If the
civil war that America is again heading
towards should come to pass, it could be
among the bloodiest wars ever fought.
The days are long past when you could
grab your musket off the mantle piece and
run down to the town green to confront
an enemy armed with identical
technology. Waco proved that. The
enemy today has Apache attack
helicopters with computer-guided smart
missiles, lasers that can blind you from
miles away, and sonic cannons that can
penetrate yards of solid concrete to
liquefy your insides.
There is no longer parity of arms
between We The People and our own
government, a condition the founders
feared greatly. They had a visceral hatred
and distrust of a standing army, which is
precisely why the Constitution specifically
forbids one for a period of longer than
two years. Yet today we have allowed a
paternalistic, imperial government to
occupy our soil and acquire such military
superiority in arms and firepower over
“We The People” that another civil war
would make the last one look like a
Sunday outing. The bottom line is that we
can no longer depend on our own
government to protect us. We need to
protect ourselves from our own
government!
The truth is that, from the beginning
of recorded history, the primary threat to
the well being of human beings
everywhere on Earth has always been
government—usually their own! More
people the world over have been extorted,
suppressed, abused, tortured and
murdered by their own government than

the sum total of all the evils ever
committed against each other by the
People themselves.
Indeed, governments have destroyed
more property, confiscated more wealth
and ordered the murders of more men,
women and children than any other
enemy of the human race. Recent military
attacks by our own government on
American soil have been used to
manipulate the mass thinking of an
infantilized public into welcoming the
erosion of their civil liberties by a
developing police state of which Joseph
Stalin would smilingly approve.
One of these recent stage-managed
events was the grisly immolation of
innocent men, women and small children
in Waco, Texas, including the machine
gunning by special forces of those
terrified innocents who attempted to
escape from the enveloping inferno via
the rear of the church. The public has not
been told that these Delta force “wet
operatives” were dispatched by the
National Security Council under direct
orders from the Clinton White House to
assassinate Vernon Howell, a/k/a “David
Koresh” and his top lieutenants over a
CIA mind control program gone awry.
Again, the CIA. Do we see a repeating
theme here? As autopsies proved, each
was executed with a bullet to the back of
the head. Within weeks, the evidence had
been destroyed and the grounds quickly
bulldozed over. What was the hurry?
At Ruby Ridge, Randy and Vicky
Weaver's 14 year old son, Sammy, was
shot in the back by a U.S. Marshal in full
camouflage combat gear. His last words
were, “I’m coming, Dad,” just before the
violence of the round literally blew his
heart out. Vicky was later shot through
the head by FBI sharpshooter, Lon
Horiuchi, while standing in the front door
of her home, holding her baby in her
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arms. Horiuchi has never been prosecuted
to this day. In fact he was promoted and
later sent to Waco, where he mowed
down the church’s sentries from a hidden
sniper outpost.
Nor has the public been told the truth
about Iraq’s role in the bombing of the
Murrah Building in Oklahoma City. There
is a wealth of information linking Iraqi
operatives to Timothy McVeigh. In fact
the October 29, 2001 edition of U.S.
News & World Report revealed that "top
Defense officials" believed McVeigh was
acting as an agent for Iraq, an astounding
development in light of the extent to
which the government continues to deny
any conspiracy.
The bombing was accomplished with
military explosives placed at strategic
locations within the building, set to
detonate via barometric fuses triggered by
the bomb blast from the Ryder truck out
front. The day before government
witnesses were scheduled to testify against
McVeigh, the government prosecutors
dropped them from the list because none
of them would change their testimony.
They had all seen McVeigh in the
company of others on the morning of the
bombing.
Remember John Doe number 2? Iraqi.
Within weeks of the explosions, in spite
of the fact that its architect stated that it
could be rebuilt for one-third of the cost
of new construction, the Murrah building
was razed by order of a CIA -controlled
federal judge and the grounds quickly
bulldozed over. What was the hurry?
Nor has the public been told the truth
about the attacks on the Pentagon and the
World Trade Center on September 11,
2002. As I write, the pyrochemical
evidence of the effect of secondary
explosions used to implode the towers
into rubble has been shipped to other
countries, to be cut up and recycled!

What’s the hurry? Patriotic members of
the New York City Fire Department are
currently protesting this destruction of
crime scene evidence. I have no doubt
that these are the same firefighters who
loudly booed Hillary Clinton off the stage
in what must have been the most
humiliating moment of her career. It
couldn’t have happened to a nicer
Communist.
The end of an era is usually a period
of intense corruption. Before most nation
states visibly collapse, they will be
dominated by latter-day barbarians like
the Clintons. The worldwide growth in
gangsterism, organized crime, political
cronyism and corruption reflects a
generally immoral atmosphere in which
the state can coerce, but not protect. As
the bonds of the old system dissolve, the
social ethos dissolves with it, creating an
environment in which people in high
places combine public purposes with
private, criminal activity.
At the beginning of the 3rd
millennium the danger posed by
government is powerfully magnified,
because the world is no longer run by
elected and self-appointed alpha-dogs
who came to power by ballot or bullet,
but by an almost unimaginably wealthy
and largely invisible, supranational
shadow government that is operating the
entire Earth from behind the scenes as its
own personal game of Monopoly.
These forces include the Illuminati,
Freemasonry and other clans, cartels and
secret societies which use symbols and
perform ceremonies that perpetuate the
generational transfers of arcane
knowledge used to keep ordinary people
in political, economic and spiritual
bondage to the oldest bloodlines on earth.
Whether we call these forces the New
World Order, the Hidden Hand or the
Establishment, the truth remains the
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same: they are age-old, persistent and well
organized. They have a vision, it is an evil
vision, and they further that vision with
each passing day. Theirs is an ideology of
absolute power and control; of
suppression of freedom of the individual;
of the melding of peoples everywhere into
a faceless, homogenized mass of
production/consumption units, all toiling
together on a global plantation to create
an Establishment utopia.
This is the dark, communitarian vision
of our “benevolent” rulers who would
caress the “little people” in their molding
hands—we who are apparently too stupid
to run our own lives. “I’m from
government, I’m here to help you”. But
the helping hand turns out to be an iron
fist in a velvet glove. Here’s a good
episode for the “X Files”. What if a
criminal cabal—a de facto white-collar
crime syndicate—took over the U.S.
Government and ran it for its own
personal gain? Such supranational
criminal activity would be visible only
during times of scandal, when we could
peek through the knothole and catch a
glimpse of the Overlords in action. The
truth be told, international gangsters will
exercise far more real power from behind
the scenes in the present century than
they did in the one just past.
An example of this is the Russian
mafias that now pick the bones of the
former Soviet union. Another example is
the Bush Crime Family that continues to
pick America’s bones, reportedly having
committed a series of real estate frauds,
bank swindles, and other massive rip-offs
which have cost innocent taxpayers
untold billions of dollars. Former
President, George Bush, Sr., says he is
proud of his sons. I’m sure he is. One
son, Jeb, rented himself out to a crooked
developer who scammed HUD and
helped pry millions out of Medicare to

fuel a giant health-care scam. A second
son, now the current White House
Occupant, profited from an insider stock
transaction in a Persian Gulf oil deal at
the very time that American soldiers were
dying to make that region safe for Big Oil.
And a third son, Neil, ran a “savings and
loan” into the ground while shoveling
millions of taxpayer-backed dollars into
the pockets of two deadbeat partners.
Indeed, the entire Bush Crime Family
can be seen as a living RICO enterprise.
Neil Bush served as a director of
Silverado Banking, Savings and Loan in
Denver, Colorado, from 1985 until 1988.
The collapse of Silverado cost thousands
of ordinary, working Americans about
one billion dollars. Its closing was
conveniently delayed until after the 1988
election. The failure of the bank was due
to 200 sham loans of over one million
dollars each which were never repaid, or
intended to be. Silverado was a CIA front
that funded many covert operations and
laundered the money from them. Again,
note the fine hand of the CIA in all of the
corruption scenarios mentioned both here
and in “Circle The Wagons”.
Do men such as the Bushes enter
public life to give of themselves to
society—selflessly—as the Founders
intended, then return home to make way
for another selfless public servant? Or do
they attach themselves to the body politic
as would a parasite to its host, to suck dry
the productive output of society in their
unquenchable thirst for ever more power,
control and money?
Here’s a sobering question guaranteed
to clear the room at your next dinner
party or church social: Would the
preeminent member of the Bush Crime
Family, George Dubya Bush, hesitate to
participate in large scale crime in pursuit
of power, or to advance a political
agenda? The stolen election of 2000
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proves that he would not.
Moving to “9-11”, is it conceivable
that the U.S. government could have been
involved with, or indirectly supported the
attacks, then blamed them on “boogie
man” Osama bin Laden? As of August of
2001, Dubya's approval ratings had sunk
to just 49%. This is the "red zone" for a
president. Bush's father's approval ratings
went from shaky to astronomical within a
month of declaring war on "evil terrorist"
leader Saddam Hussein back in 1991. This
lesson could hardly have been lost on
Junior. Start a war, “Wag The Dog”, and
the emotions of the public can be
whipped up to a point that will send
presidential approval ratings into orbit.
There is now irrefutable evidence
indicating massive complicity on the part
of the highest levels of government in the
September 11, 2001 atrocities perpetrated
against America. Here is but a single piece
of evidence: It is an established fact that
the North American Aerospace Defense
Command, or “NORAD”, has standard
intercept procedures in place to tail
hijacked jets. These procedures are in
force and on-line, around the clock, 365
days a year. No orders need be given. The
response is immediate and automatic. When
golf pro Payne Stewart's charter Learjet
recently failed to report to FAA
controllers upon reaching its cleared
altitude of 39,000 ft, F16 fighter jets were
instantly scrambled to intercept it.
An F16 on afterburners is an awesome
sight. It can catch a jumbo jet flying over
500 nautical miles per hour within
minutes. Now think about this: Not one,
but four commercial airliners departing
from three separate airports each deviated
wildly from their flight plans between
7:45AM and 8:10AM Eastern Daylight
Time on “9-11”, all the while on FAA
radar, and all presumably hijacked.
All four were within thirty minutes of

dozens of air bases, each with fighter jets at
the ready. Yet during the entire hijacking
episode, lasting over an hour, not a single
jet was scrambled. Not one. Why not? I’ll
tell you why not. Because they were ordered
to stand down. Such an order could only
come from the highest levels of
government. Have we just watched
another “Seven Days In May”? Have we
witnessed treason of the highest
magnitude?
After the events of 9-11, more
Americans believe they are free than at
any time since World War II. But are
they? All mobs are manipulated through
their beliefs and emotions—none are ever
spontaneous. “Group think” conformity
is the inevitable result of the manipulation
of group opinion, where the space
between one’s ears is held hostage to
media mind control by the planners of a
one-world government. The result is the
universal truism that the public is always
wrong.
To wit, millions of zealous Americans
became caught up in a delirium of
jingoistic patriotism after “9-11”,
displaying flags on their homes and little
pennants fluttering from their car
antennas. Yet most of these cherished
emblems of Americana were manufactured
at gunpoint by oppressed freedom
fighters now rotting in jail. No, not here
in America. In China, by forced prison
labor—by political prisoners who spoke
out against the Red Communist regime,
now locked away for life.
This irony is made all the more tragic
when one considers that, as surely as the
sun will rise in the east tomorrow, Red
China, with an army that dwarfs our own,
will one day attack, invade and occupy its
sworn enemy, America. Remember this
the next time you buy anything “Made In
China” at your local Wal-Mart, because
you are in effect selling the Red Chinese
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the bullets they will one day use to
execute your grandchildren.
My friend, America is not just in deep
“doo-doo”, America is in serious peril.
Once lost, the Romans never got their
Republic back. Once lost, the Germans
never got their Republic back either. In
both cases, the nation had to totally
collapse before freedom was reclaimed by
the people through bloody conflict.
Yet, each night, tens of millions of
Americans grab their Budweisers, tune in
to “WWF” or “The Osbornes” and carry
on as if nothing is wrong. Our once great
nation has fallen into an affliction of mass
denial that brings shivers up the spines of
millions outside our borders who watch
America being turned into a mental prison
compound. Yet few Americans are asking
themselves, "Do I really need to give up
my freedoms in order to save them?"
So, let me ask you a loaded question:
Are you presently living your life as a free
man or woman, as the Framers of the
Constitution intended? Or do you feel like
a hamster on the federal treadmill—a
mere indentured slave, donating 50% of
everything you earn to government at all
levels in the form of tribute taxes, fees,
fines, licenses, tolls and penalties?
Because of phony printing press
money backed by absolutely nothing and
decaying in purchasing power with each
passing day, many folks are falling deeper
into debt and finding it increasingly
difficult to stay even, much less get ahead.
Perhaps you can relate to that.
Many honest, hard working Americans
are beginning to feel a sense of deep
frustration, anxiety, and even rage over
Big Brother’s escalating intrusion into
their daily lives. They already know that
their every financial transaction is being
scrutinized. Now they read that the FBI
has begun reviewing grocery purchasing
habits, based on discount shopping card

use, for signs of deviation from whatever
the norm is supposed to be.
Americans desperately want to regain
their privacy and "get out of the system",
but they don't know where, or how, to
begin. These mounting abuses combined
with the destruction of their civil liberties
cause good Americans everywhere to cry
out for a solution. “Why can't freedomlovers everywhere work as a team?”, they
ask. “Why must all the organizations be
so disorganized? Why can't we all join
forces to fight tyranny and corruption
together?"
The sad truth is that the so-called
"freedom movement" is not free, nor is it
moving in any discernible direction! If
anything, we constitutionalists are moving
backwards. Our “movement” is
fractionalized into numerous competing
organizations, many headed up by
publicity-seekers with outsized egos;
others by well-intentioned “newbies”
whose recent awakening has been
compromised by “patriot mythology”.
Most of these folks, as sincere as they may
be, are essentially swatting at flies. They’re
still petitioning the King to listen, and the
King could care less.
I submit to you that arresting the
erosion of our civil liberties and thwarting
the onset of police state totalitarianism
before another civil war becomes
unavoidable, requires good patriots
everywhere to awaken from their slumber
and shed their political naiveté. It is time
for the true kings and queens of this great
Republic to declare our sovereign
independence once again and separate
from tyrannical government, not through
armed conflict, but by “Circling The
Wagons”.
The good news as I stated at the
outset, is that we can shrink government
and stuff it back into its constitutional
cage. The solution is so simple that it
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often eludes sophisticated minds. We
need to “vote with our feet”, to boycott our
oppressors! To stop patronizing their
systems! To stop utilizing their services.
We can arrest our own destruction by no
longer enabling it, paying for it, or supporting
it in any other way.
Even the dumbest of God’s creatures
knows better than to assist its natural
enemies. This is nothing but basic survival
itself! We must create our own systems,
our own services, our own private
economy, even if this means the creation
of an entire “underground” society. We
must join together in a single fellowship—
united from coast to coast—to support
and patronize each other in a shared
vision of liberty.
And we must do this right now-before it’s
too late; before America slides into the
abyss along with the rest of the world;
before global government under UN
control turns “Amerika” spelled with a
“k” into an enclosed prison compound.
Hank urges you to join and support
Liberty League, not because we seek to
replace any existing organization, but
because we can be the one
internetworking platform on which all
freedom supporting groups and
individuals can stand together. Whether
your area of interest is gun rights, the
right to travel, alternative health, exposing
vote fraud or teaching the truth about
taxation, the Federal Reserve, the CFR
and the whole evil mess, don't stop!
America needs you to keep doing what
you're doing. But join Liberty League, too!
Here are a few excerpts from our
Credo & Mission Statement. See whether
you agree with our principles:
“Liberty League is an
unincorporated First Amendment
fellowship of liberty-loving, real
Americans who understand the
original intent of the framers of the

Constitution, and pledge to support
and defend it against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; We do not
confuse unalienable rights—gifts
from God Almighty—with statutory
privileges granted by legislatures of
men; We strive to conduct our lives in
a responsible, moral and self-reliant
manner; We are aware that, for the
average person, achieving the
objective of real individual liberty in
an emerging police state may appear
to be an insurmountable task; Which
is why we recognize the need for an
association within which like-minded,
freedom-loving members can exercise
their right to lawfully contract within
a private, economic society under the
protections guaranteed by Article I,
Section 10 of the Constitution; We
understand that a free American
needs no government identification
number, "license" or "permit" to
exercise the enjoyment of an
unalienable right; That the right to
contract within a private association is
unlimited, and beyond the jurisdiction
of governmental licensing and
regulation; That the emerging New
World Order would crumble
overnight if citizens would simply
refuse to use their government-issued
ID numbers; That by banding
together into the critical mass
necessary, Liberty League members
can reverse the engineered demise of
America and bring our nation back
under the due process protections of
the supreme Law as gifted to us
through the sweat, toil, and often
bloody sacrifice of our nation's
Founders; That Liberty League
therefore provides a common
platform upon which all American
Patriots and organizations can unite
and stand together.”
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Now, that’s some credo, wouldn’t you
agree? Do you think you could support an
organization that stands for all those
things? Remember, when the government
fears the people, there is liberty. When the
people fear their government, there is
tyranny. Once the tyrant controls your
liberty, you can expect him to
systematically control everything else.
The idea of Liberty League is
logistical. To turn the tide that has been
running so badly against us and win back
lost ground, we must form a united front.
It is impossible to stand against such
overwhelming odds as confront us today
unless we stand together. United we
stand, divided we are falling. And we’ve
already fallen a long way since the
founding of this nation, as any discerning
patriot can readily see.
We find ourselves in the position of
Benjamin Franklin when he said
"Gentlemen, we must hang together or
we will most assuredly hang separately."
We can win the centuries long battle to
control the space between men’s ears, but
first we must unite to be effective. We
need to form a 900-pound freedom gorilla
that will keep parasites like Ted Kennedy,
gun-grabbers like Charles Schumer and
Zionist appeasers like Joseph Lieberman
awake all night with the cold sweats!
The answer is simply to ignore the
head of the monster and start organizing
at its feet—at the grass roots. Simply put,
we must "Circle The Wagons". We must
know how to locate, identify, patronize and
support others who think and believe as we
do. In other words, we need to know who
our friends are, and by process of
elimination, those who are not our friends.
Our motto should be, “Boycott The
Tyrants!” Refuse to donate your labor in
the form of tribute taxes. Remove your
children from their government schools.
Refuse to sacrifice your young to their evil

war machines. Refuse to apply for licenses
to engage in activities of common right.
Together, we can starve the Beast, just as
withdrawing fuel from a fire will
extinguish it. This would be a good time
to share with you some of the benefits of
membership in Liberty League. Simply by
exercising our constitutionally protected
rights of association and private contract,
Liberty League members enjoy unique
benefits and preferred discounts not
offered to the general public.
Members save on numerous
educational products and services—on
tapes, books and other materials; on trusts
and asset protection programs; on privacy
and sovereignty services; on services that
will enable them to take home 100% of
their paycheck with no SSN or W-4; on
services offering the ability to cash
checks, pay bills, buy, sell, trade and invest
without using a taxpayer identification
number; on alternative health and
wellness products, and; on a host of other
member-provided services too numerous
to mention.
Members will enjoy patronizing
professionals such as chiropractors,
dentists, homeopaths and others, without
filling out any “paperwork”. A member
who owns a hardware store might offer a
preferred pricing discount to members,
thereby attracting new customers who
might otherwise shop at Wal-Mart.
A member dentist could offer a free
follow-up visit that the public would
otherwise have to pay for. A member who
sells products on-line might offer free
shipping to “Members Only”. Members
who are carpenters, plumbers or other
tradesmen will welcome cash. Members
will be able to locate a real church to
worship at, not an IRS-approved, steepled
corporation.
The “bottom" line is that Liberty
League members will be able to learn how
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to get “out of the system"-safely, quietly
and privately—simply by networking with
each other, without regard to licenses,
permits, regulation, or government ID
numbers.
The result is true personal and
financial privacy, invisible to snooping
bureaucrats! Financial sovereignty with
integrity! Just imagine a city or town
where, say, 10% of the population are
members of Liberty League—where there
is at least one member running a small
business in each category you'd find listed
in the Yellow Pages: one hardware store,
one barber shop, one florist, one beauty
salon, one gun dealer, one service station,
you get the picture.
Now imagine being able to consult a
directory maintained by the District
Director for that area, listing what all
those fellow members do for a living, and
what product or service they may provide.
You’d be able to locate and conduct
business with these folks privately, in
cash, at discounts not available to the
public.
Congress could take the National Sales
Tax that is sure to come and stick it where
the sun don't shine! Plus, by patronizing
fellow members, each Liberty League
member will save far more than the
affordable cost of membership, thereby
creating a “win, win” situation for
everyone.
The sheer potential of Liberty
League's "Quiet Revolution" concept
simply staggers the imagination.
Throughout recorded history, there has
been nothing so powerful nor able to
shape future events as an idea whose time
has come. And Liberty League is clearly
an idea whose time has come.
Our nation is suffering from a massive
dose of collectivism and has become
gripped in the agonizing convulsions that
are the prelude to cultural and economic

collapse. Yes, there is a battle being waged
for the soul of the nation. A life and death
struggle between patriotic Americans and
the dominant collectivist political and
intellectual elites who are hostile to our
original American system.
Many American patriots continue to
fight for individual liberty and national
sovereignty, but have undermined their
own cause by unwittingly embracing the
moral code of the collectivists and
following their lead. Just as collectivism
reduced Germany to a state of mindless
barbarism prior to World War II, so it is
having the same effect on America today.
My point is that the minds of many of
the most ardent freedom lovers amongst
us have been so compromised by a
lifetime of socialist conditioning that they
simply don't understand what the
behavior of a truly free American should
be—the kind of American our nation’s
Founders would have recognized; of a real
American.
So ask yourself this: Do you seek to
emulate those great patriots who fought
for and secured the liberties you enjoy
today? Or by your very acts, do you
ignore their gifts? In short, are you part of
the problem, or part of the solution?
Maybe the best way to encourage you
to compare your present behaviors with
those of the Founders is to ask you this:
What exactly are the hallmarks of a free
American? Can a free American be serially
numbered by government? Government
surveillance and control would be
impossible without persuading the
citizenry to accept "entitlement benefits"
tracked through an electronic tattoo in the
form of an SSN or EIN. Things can be
numbered, but never a free person.
Branding is for cattle, not human beings!
A truly free people do not apply for
government numbers.
A free American doesn't live his life in
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the expectation of future benefits from
Caesar. He doesn’t exchange his liberty
for a bowl of porridge. He lives
responsibly and prepares for his own
"retirement".
A free American does not apply for a
"marriage license" or permission to marry,
so the State can one day stick its grubby
hands in his pockets to probate his estate.
The right of a man and a woman to marry
before witnesses and in the eyes of God is
unalienable.
A free American does not apply for
the "privilege" of being issued a
chiropractic, beautician, dental, real estate,
insurance or other so-called "occupational
license" to work for a living. The
unalienable right to contract with other
citizens, absent fraud, is protected under
Article I, Section 10 of the Constitution
and, as such, cannot be regulated or taxed.
A free American does not apply for
the "privilege" of being issued a Motor
Vehicle Operator's License in order to
travel freely within the union states.
A free American does not apply for
the "privilege" of being issued an
Employer Identification Number before
going into business and hiring others. The
right to hire one's fellow citizens and to
exchange property in the form of wage
money for their labor is protected under
the Constitution under Article I, Section
10 and, as such, cannot be regulated or
taxed.
A free American does not request
permission to own the same types of
firearms as his own government
stockpiles! No truly free person registers
his "liberty teeth" with the Monarch!
A free American needs no
government "permit" to build, remodel or
otherwise improve his home or business.
Nowhere in the Constitution can the
authority be found for one man to dictate
to another man how be may use or enjoy

his own private property. All "zoning"
ordinances restricting the use of private
property are absolutely unconstitutional
and Marxist.
A free American does not pay
"protection money" to the IRS as some
do to the Mafia to spare his property. A
smart American borrows a page from
Robin Hood's book and owns nothing
that the king can take away from him to
begin with. Of course, that does not mean
that you can't live in a nice home and
drive a nice car. Just ask the Rockefellers
how they do it. Or ask old Hank. He'll
explain it to you.
A free American does not inform on
his neighbor on a 1099 or W-2 form sent
to the King. Both of these transmittal
documents pertain to social security
employment taxes only, not to domestic
source income, employment taxes are
100% voluntary for citizens. Hank says
"Read the law!"
A free American does not surrender
his "books and records" at IRS audits. No
bureaucrat in the executive branch of
government has the power to snap his
fingers and say "be in my office at
9:00AM and bring your life story with
you". The Fourth Amendment protects
the rights of the citizen to privacy in his
papers and effects. Under the Internal
Revenue Code, the power to audit
pertains only to excise taxable activities
such as the manufacture and sale of
alcohol, tobacco and firearm products.
Hank says "Read the law!"
A free American never allows
government to be the educator of his
children. Knowing that government will
never allow its next crop of "taxpayers" to
be inculcated with truths which might
weaken its power base or diminish its
future revenues, no free American would
ever willingly allow Big Educator to
brainwash his children. By living under
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laws which, as actually written, do not tax
domestic sources of income, Americans
can raise their standard of living as much
as 50% overnight, thereby freeing up one
working parent to devote their energies to
staying at home and educating their own
children. Hank says "Read the law!"
A free American does not surrender
his children's inheritance to the
government. A free American passes
100% of his property on to his children,
to give them a better start and a better
life. Under the tax code, gift and estate
taxes apply solely within the federal
territories and possessions and abroad
under tax treaties. Estate taxes cannot
possibly apply within the States of the
Union as they would otherwise violate
Article I, Section 2, Clause 3 which
prohibits direct taxation without
apportionment to the States. Hank says:
"Read the law!"
A free American does not build
permanent wealth in fiat, paper promises
to pay. Real wealth is gold and silver and
real property. All else is paper or
electronic promises to pay and can—and
eventually will—be repudiated by the
issuer. Savvy citizens remain debt free and
store their earnings in real, material
substance and goods which can be used in
times of shortage or emergency. To
further illustrate these points, let's
consider the behaviors of our nation’s
Founders.
Were he alive today, would Samuel
Adams request an "occupational license"
to work for a living?
Would James Madison consent to
being electronically tattooed by
government with his very own taxpayer
identification number?
Would Benjamin Rush use a SSN to
accumulate benefits from Caesar?
Would John Hancock register his
business under a government EIN before

daring to hire others?
Would Pastor Jonas Clark apply for
state permission to marry?
Would John Adams register his
children under state-issued "birth
certificates"?
Would Caesar Rodney request a
"license" to travel freely upon the roads?
Would George Washington beg for
permission to own and carry firearms?
Would Benjamin Franklin apply for a
permit to build, remodel or improve his
own property?
Would Thomas Paine pay "protection
money" to the IRS in the form of tribute
taxes?
Would Noah Webster inform on his
neighbor on a Form 1099 or W-2?
Would Fisher Ames testify against
himself on a Form 1040 in waiver of his
protected rights under the Fifth
Amendment, then surrender his "books
and records" in contempt for the Fourth?
Would Elbridge Gerry allow
government to educate his children?
Would Roger Sherman build lasting
wealth in the form of fiat, paper promises
to pay like the Federal Reserve Note?
Well, what do you think? As the direct
result of over a century of carefully
orchestrated conditioning of the public
mindset by hidden money masters
operating from behind the scenes,
managing the media, manipulating the
political environment and setting the
curriculum for government schooling,
today's American has been conditioned
like a laboratory hamster to "bar press"
for government benefits, and to apply for
licenses and permits in order to engage in
activities of natural right, none of which
require any permission whatsoever!
Just as a domestic pet will favor its
feeder, today’s American has been
mentally conditioned to view government
as the provider of all things. One writer
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has even suggested that most Americans
view their government as a sort of
“misery loves company” type of “club”
they belong to; that they feel emotional
about their membership, which is why
they will excuse the most outrageous and
unlawful acts of government, while at the
same time justifying the filing of tax
returns as a sort of loyal club activity.
Everyone in the "club"(or should I say
herd?) commiserates together, hates and
condemns the IRS together, and gets in
line at the post office every year to kneel
down and lick their oppressors’ boots,
together!
Nearly two-and-a-half centuries ago, a
half-million copies of Thomas Paine's
incendiary pamphlet “Common Sense”
were printed and distributed within the
original colonies, sparking a brush fire
that quickly turned into a wildfire, and
agitated sufficient numbers of colonists
into mounting an effective resistance
against a tyrannical British monarch who
had sent his agents here to “harass our
people, and eat out their substance".
In 1776, nearly every literate home in
America could quote the contents of
Paine's pamphlet. The British King called
it pernicious and seditious, saying that it
would lead to ruin, desolation and
anarchy. But the fact remains that it
triggered a revolution. Can history repeat
itself?
King George III was not pleased with
Paine’s essay; nor will today’s King
George Dubya be pleased with this piece,
nor with our e-book, “Circle The
Wagons”. It is my sincere desire that it
will engender in you the same degree of
excitement, focus and action as expressed
by Samuel Adams, Father of the
American Revolution, when he wrote the
immortal words: "... it does not require a
majority to prevail, but rather an irate,
tireless minority keen to set brush fires in

people's minds ...".
The solution I present for you is that
you can make a difference! Don’t allow
yourself to fall victim to defeatist slogans
like “You can’t fight City Hall.” The
answer is to become City Hall! Here’s just
one example:
Run for the office of County Clerk.
Chances are it's a boring little bureaucratic
job that some little old gal named Agnes
has been holding for years with no
opposition. With the help of local Liberty
League activists, run against her and beat
her! Once you’re elected, order a review
of all federal tax liens in the county lien
register. Since IRS tax liens are fraudulent
unless filed against regulated activities
such as the manufacture and sale of
alcohol, tobacco and firearms products,
order that all liens in the county be lifted.
And refuse to file any more unless they're
perfected according to state and federal
law, which the IRS will never do. Bingo!
You just shut down the Treasury
Department in your entire county. You're
a hero!
Now see if this doesn't knock your
socks off. There are approximately one
hundred and twenty million adult
Americans in this country, many of whom
will serve on a state or federal jury at
some time in their lives. There are 12
panelists in a trial jury. What if there were
so many Liberty League members across
America a few years from now that,
statistically speaking, the odds were that at
least one juror would be a member of
Liberty League?
Holy mackerel! We can’t get the
seditionists in Congress to repeal
unconstitutional laws, but we can stop
them from being able to act on them!
With sufficient numbers of well-educated
jurors, corrupt government prosecutors
would be about as effective as a eunuch in
a harem. No more Americans doing time
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for victimless crimes, or for refusing to
testify against themselves each year on a
1040 form. Why, we could even indict the
Federal Reserve System, try its officials
for fraud, confiscate its assets and
redistribute them to the People!
I began this tape by stating that "What
you are about to hear could well be the
most dangerous message being circulated
in America today." After listening thus
far, do you have any doubt about the
truth of that statement?
OK, you’ve waited long enough for a
peek at the marketing plan. Believe me, it
was worth the wait. If you still have
questions after hearing the following
explanation, there is more in-depth
information about the marketing plan on
our web site, www.libertyleague.org.
As a Liberty League Member, you’ll
have the opportunity to enroll other
members, both locally or nationwide, and
create multiple income streams of cash,
straight to your pocket or mailbox,
working from home part or full-time.
Enrollment commissions range from 50
bux for each member you personally
enroll, all the way up to 10,000 bux per
member.
This opportunity is strictly elective in
that there is no requirement to enroll
other members in order to simply be a
Member yourself, or to enjoy the benefits
of membership. But for those who
participate, our marketing plan can change
lives. If you’ve been slogging away at a
J.O.B., which stands for “Just Over
Broke”, putting in 20 hours a week of
overtime and still having too much month
left over at the end of your money, those
days could soon be over.
After much consideration, the Board
of Directors of Liberty League decided to
utilize a relationship marketing system
known as a "2-Up". If you’re familiar with
network marketing, a "2-Up" program is

not "multilevel". It is not a pyramid
structure, Ponzi scheme or remotely close
to any similar sounding marketing plan. It
simply means that, in order to become
qualified to receive enrollment
commissions, a new Member must first
"give up" his first two referrals to the
Member who enrolled him.
Think of those two enrollments as
gifts to your Sponsor for introducing you
to Liberty League. All subsequent
enrollments will be yours to keep. A
major advantage of our program is that
you pocket your commission at the time
you enroll a member. No commissions
are ever mailed out by Liberty League to
anyone. This provides for a great deal of
privacy, and puts you fully in charge of
your own business, unlike traditional
multi-level marketing where a parent
company will hand your commissions
over to the IRS in a heartbeat, based on a
bogus ”Notice Of Intent To Levy”, or cut
you off for so much as looking at another
opportunity. And, every new Member
you recruit will give you their first two
commissions. This structure will allow for
the geometric growth of Liberty League.
Under our “2-Up” marketing plan,
there are no “downline” reports mailed to
you from a central office. You maintain
your own records and paperwork and keep
track of your own business, because it’s
your business! No SSN or governmentissued ID is required to join as a Member
or to participate in our business
opportunity, and no electronic forms of
payment will be accepted.
That means no credit cards, e-gold,
PayPal, bank checks or money orders,
blank or otherwise. We operate on a
strictly cash basis. All transactions are
conducted preferably in NORFED
American Liberty Currency or in Federal
Reserve Notes only. For more information
on NORFED, visit www.norfed.org.
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The very essence of Liberty League is
privacy—indeed, even anonymity when
necessary—and no form of electronic
payment is ever private. If you have a
problem sending cash through the mail,
trust me—you’ll get over it quickly
enough! Nor will anyone be mailing you a
1099 at year's end. We do not fink on our
neighbor!
In short, a 100% cash-based, “2-Up”
marketing system allows you financial
privacy, total personal control over your
own business, and marketing freedom!
Can I get an “Amen”? Now let’s take a
closer look at how our “2-Up” system
works.
First of all, there is no such thing as a
business or household membership.
Membership in Liberty League is an
individual, lifetime membership. Each
individual who wishes to enjoy the
benefits of membership, or to participate
in the marketing plan, must personally pay
a one-time dues of 100 bux to enroll as a
Basic Member.
However, no funds or enrollment
paperwork are ever mailed directly to
Liberty League. Your one-time enrollment
dues are handed or mailed directly to the
Member who is enrolling you, who then
pockets 50 bux as his enrollment
commission. He then mails the balance of
50 bux along with your membership
application to the District Director for the
district in which you reside.
If the Enroller lives in one state and
you live in another, the enrollment
paperwork must nevertheless be sent to
the district in which you, the enrolling
member, reside. There are 435 such
enrolling districts across America, each of
which corresponds to a congressional
district.
For example, Massachusetts, the
birthplace of Samuel Adams, sends 10
elected Representatives to Washington

D.C., and will likewise have 10 Liberty
League enrolling districts. A list of
currently participating districts, the names
of District Directors and their mailing
addresses is available at our web site at
www.libertyleague.org. By the way, if you
have no Enroller, perhaps because you
discovered Liberty League on your own,
you would "give up" your first two
enrollments to your District Director who
would then sponsor and enroll you
personally.
A unique Member ID no. will be
assigned to each member, so the Member
can identify himself to other members
without revealing his personal identity,
should he choose not to. The Member ID
No. will simply be the serial number
printed on a one “dollar” American
Liberty Currency certificate or Federal
Reserve Note. This piece of currency will
need to be set aside by the new Member,
permanently removed from circulation and never
spent. As an extra precaution, Hank
recommends committing the number to
memory. This unique Member ID No.
will be entered on the membership
application form at the time of your
enrollment.
OK, let’s go over the “2-Up” one
more time. It’s important to understand
that you do not personally enroll your first
two "referred" members into Liberty
League. If you’re accustomed to
traditional multi-level marketing with
down-lines and pay levels, this will take
some getting used to.
As the word implies, you "refer" your
first two membership prospects to your
Sponsor, and let him or her sign them up
instead. You do keep your third Member
as your 1st personal enrollment. This new
Member will hand you their 100 bux, of
which you will pocket 50, then mail their
Membership Application to their District
Director. This will create your first of
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many cash income streams.
Now, if that person wants to join you
in the business opportunity, they too must
become qualified. How? By giving up their
first two "recruits" to you, as referrals.
You are now going to enroll those two
"referrals" just as if you had gone out and
found them yourself.
Bingo, you just pocketed an additional
50 bux from each of those two “giveups”, for a total of 150 bux now burning a
hole in Hip Pocket National Bank. And
you just made two new friends! These two
new enrollments now have to do what
you and everyone has to do: qualify by
each giving you their first two "referred"
members, making a total of four members
you now have on what could be called
your “first level”.
Remember, you get to keep the $50
enrollment commission on each and every
person who lands on your first level. This
constitutes a 50% commission payout.
The remainder of the enrollment dues you
send to the District Director for the
District you just enrolled the new
Member in.
These four members each have to give
you their first two. You are now going to
have eight people referred to you that you
will have signed up personally. Those
eight each bring in their first two each.
That's sixteen. Those sixteen bring on
their first two each. That's thirty-two, and
so on and so on. And every new Member
goes on your first level or front line. Are
we having fun yet? Now, here is where it
gets crazy. Crazy like a fox!
There are three additional tiers above
the level of Basic Membership, called the
“Magna Carta Club”, the “Roger Sherman
Guild”, and the “Patrick Henry Society”.
Participation in each tier is strictly
elective, however you must first be a Basic
Member. Membership in each of these
higher tiers will bring you a different

package of educational materials, books,
tapes, CD’s and videos, shipped right to
your door. Even the shipping will be prepaid, compliments of Liberty League.
Trust old Hank when I tell you that you
will not find these materials for sale in
Barnes & Noble!
You will learn the hidden truths about
our phony, fiat paper money supply and
who benefits from its creation; about
constitutionally limited taxation and
whether or not you are a “taxpayer”, about
the identity of the shadow government
running our country today, about the
Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports
I referred to earlier, about who actually
directed the murder of John F. Kennedy;
about whether we really went to the moon,
and much more that will leave you
speechless. Some of this material you’ll
want to read under the covers with a
flashlight!
Each tier of the marketing plan will
enable you to augment your home Liberty
Library even further, to understand the
world around you, in your own time. In
short, you will pierce the Second Veil I
spoke of earlier, peel back the curtain, and
see the Wizard.
We’ve already covered basic
membership, which is Tier 1. The dues to
join the Magna Carta Club, or Tier 2 , is
500 bux, of which you as a qualified Tier
2 Enroller will retain 300 bux from each
member you enroll, for a 60%
commission. Once again, the Magna Carta
Club is based on a “2-Up” marketing
system, and must be qualified for
separately, meaning that you will “give
up” your first two Magna Carta referrals
to your Sponsor—meaning the same
person to whom you “gave up” your first
two basic membership enrollments—or
to your Sponsor’s enroller if your Sponsor
has chosen not to participate at the Magna
Carta level.
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Magna Carta now creates the potential
for multiple cash streams of 300 bux each,
or six times the basic membership
commission. Now you have two
businesses running, both Tier 1 “Basic
Membership” and Tier 2 “Magna Carta”,
with multiple streams of 50 bux and 300
bux arriving daily in your mailbox.
Once qualified to market Tier 2, you
are eligible to qualify for Tier 3, known as
the Roger Sherman Guild, in honor of the
great American patriot who fought paper
money. The dues to join Roger Sherman
is 2,500 bux, of which you as a qualified
Tier 3 Enroller will retain 1,750 bux from
each Tier 3 member you personally enroll.
Now you’re at the 70% commission
level, and you’re really having fun! Again,
participation in Tier 3 is based on
becoming qualified, meaning that you
must first enroll at that level yourself, and
then “give up” your first two Tier 3
referrals, to whom? You got it: to the
person who enrolled you at Tier 3.
At this point, you now have three
separate cash businesses—Basic
Membership, plus Tiers 2 and 3—a all
running simultaneously from the comfort
and privacy of your home. Each lower tier
“bootstraps” your entry into the next
higher tier.
The Big Kahuna of all cash marketing
programs in America is Tier 4, the Patrick
Henry Society. The dues to join Patrick
Henry are 12,500 bux, of which you
pocket 10,000 bux per Tier 4 member you
enroll! Active enrollers at this level will
soon be able to pay off their mortgages;
to eliminate all other debt as well; to
stockpile a minimum of 6 months worth
of emergency cash for basic living
expenses; to invest in gold and silver; to
purchase real property bought outright
with cash, and; to engage in other
business ventures, capitalized with
privately obtained liquidity. Isn’t this an

amazing opportunity, my friends?
You see, I believe deeply in your right
to be free, including freedom from “just
in time” distribution systems; from the
need for a W-4 just to get a job; from
credit card and mortgage slavery, and;
from all other financial traps and snares.
A further examination of the marketing
plan and applications to join at each tier
of membership are available at the web
site.
In closing, let me say that the time for
hand-wringing, appeasement and
compromise is over. The time for hardnosed reality has arrived. It's time to face
the music and team up together, and
quickly. To get organized, and quickly. To
circle the economic wagons, and quickly.
We have no other choice. We need to
support each other, both openly and
underground if necessary.
Patriotic Americans often feel as
though they're "strangers in a strange
land". One friend recently stated how
wonderful it would be if he could walk
through large public gatherings wearing
some sort of "night vision" device that
would cause others who think like him to
“glow” or somehow identify themselves
to him. Well, now he can! They’re all
around him, and they’re coming “out of
the woodwork” to join Liberty League!
Resistance can only ever begin at the
individual level. It's time now to focus on
the grassroots, to mount an effective
resistance to the encroaching police state
on an individual-to-individual basis. Join
Liberty League and you too can become a
part of "The Quiet Revolution". Start
spreading the word! If two members each
enroll two others, and those two enroll
two more, and so on and so on, we’ll
soon blanket the country with members!
In his First Inaugural Address,
delivered on April 30, 1789, George
Washington said:
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"The preservation of the sacred
fire of liberty and the destiny of the
republican model of government are
… staked on the experiment
entrusted to the hands of the
American people."
That trust has now been placed in our
hands. Will you stand aside as a passive
observer while America continues to
deteriorate into the federal gulag in which
your grandchildren may soon be living?
Or will you vote with your feet and
participate in the one organization that
has a fighting chance of generating the
kind of numbers needed to shift the
political climate in this country? I invite
you to please join us today.
Ask the member who introduced you
for a copy of our Membership
Application. If you like what you’ve
heard, please feel free to make copies of
this presentation and distribute them to
others. Make a list of 20 people whom
you believe would be interested in Liberty
League. Go to www.freeservers.com and
register for your own totally free web site.
Customize the site using "plug and play"
tools made available for even the most
technically challenged, and use it to tell
the world why you believe in Liberty
League! Now you can give out your web
site address in e-mails you send to others,
and print it on your marketing materials.
Conduct three-way telephone

conference calls between your Sponsor
and your prospects. Let the Sponsor do
all the talking until you get your first two.
Listen and learn, and you’ll be trained and
on your way to your third, fourth and
fifth enrollments and beyond, with the
commissions all yours! And remember,
each of these folks will be giving you their
first two, and so on down the line. Can
you stand receiving that much cash?
Life will begin to take on new meaning
when you are able to help your family,
your church, and local freedomsupporting organizations. Family
members will be overwhelmed trying to
handle all the daily envelopes arriving,
each bearing cash. The fireproof boxes
you no longer keep under the bed because
there was no more room will have to be
moved to a variety of safe off-site
locations! As Hank always says: never put
all your eggs in one basket!
Well that’s it, my friend. Thanks again
for being with me. Over the next
generation or two, by teaching our
children the great principles that made
America the beacon of Liberty for the
world, we can achieve the numbers
necessary to restrain the federal leviathan
and force it back into its constitutional
cage. Thank you with all my heart for
your interest in the Cause of Liberty, and
may God Bless America.
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